When testing multiple hypotheses simultaneously, there is a need to adjust the levels of the individual tests to effect control of the family-wise error rate (FWER). Standard frequentist adjustments control the error rate but are typically both conservative and oblivious to prior information. We propose a Bayesian testing approach-multiplicity-calibrated Bayesian hypothesis testing-that sets individual critical values to reflect prior information while controlling the FWER via the Bonferroni inequality. If the prior information is specified correctly, in the sense that those null hypotheses considered most likely to be false in fact are false, the power of our method is substantially greater than that of standard frequentist approaches. We illustrate our method using data from a pharmacogenetic trial and a preclinical cancer study. We demonstrate its error rate control and power advantage by simulation.
INTRODUCTION
When testing multiple hypotheses simultaneously, failure to adjust for the multiplicity of tests will lead to an inflated family-wise error rate (FWER) or probability of incorrectly rejecting at least one hypothesis. The problem can occur in clinical trials where there are multiple outcome variables, genetic studies in which large numbers of markers are to be tested for association with a key phenotype and basic science experiments with multiple control groups.
Standard procedures to address this problem include the Bonferroni correction and its variants (Shaffer, 1995) . Assume that there are m null hypotheses, H 1 , . . . , H m whose tests lead to individual p values P 1 , . . . , P m . The unweighted Bonferroni procedure rejects any hypothesis H i for which P i α/m. This method controls the FWER through the Bonferroni inequality: Pr[ i {P i α/m|H i }] α. Simes (1986) proposed assigning individual thresholds to ordered p values to test all the hypotheses simultaneously. Hommel (1988) and Hochberg (1988) Westfall and Young (1993) proposed a step-down adjusted p value approach that takes into account the dependence structure of the hypotheses.
Criticisms of p value-based procedures include their incompatibility with the likelihood principle (Berger and Berry, 1988) , overweighting of evidence against the null (Berger and Sellke, 1987) , conflation of evidence against the null with evidence for the alternative, widespread misinterpretation (Diamond and Forrester, 1983) , peculiar behavior such as Lindley's paradox (Lindley, 1957; Bartlett, 1957) , and failure to systematically incorporate prior information. Practically, perhaps the most damning critique is their overconservatism, which becomes acute when the number of hypotheses is large (Hochberg, 1988) .
An alternative approach is Bayesian testing, in which one assigns prior probabilities to the null and alternative hypotheses and computes their posterior probabilities by Bayes's Theorem. A key measure of evidence is the Bayes factor (BF) defined as the ratio of the posterior to prior odds for the null (Berger, 1985; Kass and Raftery, 1995) . Bayesian testing obeys the likelihood principle because the data exert their influence only through the likelihood. The posterior probabilities measure the evidence for the null and alternative directly and hence have a simple, intuitive interpretation (Berger and Sellke, 1987) . Moreover, Bayesian testing automatically incorporates prior information. Ironically, this is often portrayed as a disadvantage, in that sensitivity to the prior is seen as a failure to exhibit "objectivity."
The usual Bayesian approach to adjust for multiplicity is through the prior, by first ranking the BFs and then multiplying each by a factor that reflects the current prior (Jeffreys, 1961) , or using a hierarchical prior that shrinks the effects being tested toward a common mean (Westfall and others, 1997; Berry and Hochberg, 1999) . Such methods adjust for multiplicity without necessarily effecting a frequentist calibration.
The frequentist approaches cited above treat all null hypotheses equally, whereas in practice all null hypotheses may not be equally likely to be true. For example, markers on genes that affect the biological pathway of a treatment are more likely to be pharmacogenetically active than randomly sampled markers. It seems reasonable to use such prior information as the basis of a multiplicity adjustment strategy. There have been some attempts along these lines from the frequentist perspective: Holm (1979) suggested controlling the FWER while assigning larger weights to p values whose null hypotheses are more likely to be false, and Benjamini and Hochberg (1997) used weights in a loss function to indicate the importance of each hypothesis. By comparison, a Bayesian analysis automatically includes prior information.
We propose here a multiplicity-calibrated Bayesian hypothesis test (MCBHT) that controls the overall type I error using the Bonferroni inequality and increases the power for likely alternatives by selection of priors. We discuss in detail a special case of our method that places the hypotheses into 2 classescandidate and control-attaching greater prior weight to the alternatives for candidate tests. We then distribute the overall type I error probability among all the hypotheses by assigning a lower threshold to the candidate hypotheses. In this way, the method increases the power as long as our conjectured identification of candidate tests is correct.
We illustrate MCBHT by 2 examples: The first example is a pharmacogenetic trial that sought to identify genetic markers that modify the treatment effect of bupropion among smokers attempting to quit (Heitjan and others 2007) . The markers fell into 2 classes: Those that were selected because they reside on genes that are associated with the action of nicotine, and those randomly selected from throughout the genome for use in testing for population stratification. The second example comes from a preclinical study to assess the effect of combined hormonal and polyamine manipulation on breast cancer cell proliferation in vivo. This was a 3-arm trial with 2 endpoints (Manni and others, 1992) ; the hypotheses included one of primary interest together with 2 negative controls.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the calibrated Bayesian hypothesis testing method. Section 3 presents the pharmacogenetic example and supporting simulation studies. Section 4 presents conclusions and discussion. In the supplementary material (available at Biostatistics online), we present the preclinical example and the corresponding simulations.
CALIBRATED BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS TESTS

Calibrating a single test
Suppose we want to test a simple null hypothesis H 0 : θ = 0 versus a composite alternative H 1 : θ = 0. The Bayesian hypothesis test starts by setting the prior probability for H 0 (H 1 ) to be π 0 (π 1 = 1 − π 0 ) (Berger, 1985 
there is a 1-1 correspondence between the posterior probability and the BF when π 0 is specified.
The main effort in a Bayesian hypothesis test lies in the computation of the marginal density of the data for which various analytical and numerical approximations are available. The marginal density is written as Pr[ (Kass and Raftery, 1995) . The prior distribution of θ under the alternative is commonly specified as a symmetric distribution with mean at the null (Berger and Sellke, 1987) . In both of our examples, we will use a normal prior centered at the null value of 0, with standard deviation based on prior relevant studies. The prior for a nuisance parameter might well be the same under the null and alternative hypotheses, as illustrated in our second example.
Because posterior probability is sensitive to the choice of π 0 , many analysts prefer to summarize the data as the BF, which is independent of π 0 . Jeffreys proposed BF < 1/3 as a threshold indicating moderate evidence for the alternative (Kass and Raftery, 1995) . Although Bayesian tests are typically more conservative than frequentist tests (Edwards and others, 1963) , increasingly so in large samples, they are not generally calibrated (Kass and Raftery, 1995) .
A natural way to calibrate a Bayesian test is to select a threshold for significance that achieves desired frequentist properties (Weiss, 1997) . Thus, letting α be the target type I error rate, one must solve the equation
for BF * . For example, in testing a single normal mean, Weiss (1997) found that BF is a function of the sample mean under specific priors and obtained its α-quantile under the null accordingly. In our examples, we will compute the null distribution of BF by simulation. In light of (2.1), for a fixed prior we can view BF as a function of the posterior probability, and hence a test based on BF is equivalent to a test based on the posterior probability.
Calibrating multiple tests
With multiple testing, we seek to calibrate the Bayesian test by controlling its type I error rate across a family of hypothesis tests. Specifically, we will construct a weighted Bonferroni test, based on the BF, that assigns a more forgiving threshold to tests where the alternative is more likely to be true.
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We assume initially that there are m hypotheses partitioned into 2 classes: m C candidate and m N control hypotheses, m C + m N = m. The basis of this classification would be prior knowledge from pilot data or relevant studies in the literature. For example, in the pharmacogenetic study, the locations of the genetic markers and the relevance of these genes to the biological pathway of the treatment are known from prior studies. Some markers that are located within genes that affect the pathway of the treatment are likely to exhibit an effect and the markers that lie elsewhere are not. An analysis plan that adjusts for multiplicity but treats all the hypotheses equally would be inefficient compared to a plan that gives greater prior probability to the alternatives that are more likely to be true. Our method groups the markers that are likely to be positive as candidates and those likely to be negative as controls.
In the basic science example, previous data may suggest that one component of a material is likely to exhibit an effect and some other component is not. An experimenter would simultaneously test the candidate component (expected to have an effect), the noncandidate component (expected to have no effect), and their combination (expected to have the same effect as the candidate alone). Thus, we classify the components expected to have an effect as candidates and those expected to have no effect as controls.
To incorporate this information into the Bayesian test, we assign a smaller prior probability of the null to the candidate hypotheses (π 0C ) and a larger prior probability of the null to the control hypotheses
π 0C /(1−π 0C ) > 1, the ratio of the odds for the null under the control and candidate hypotheses. For simplicity, we assume that the prior distribution of θ under the alternative is the same for candidate and control hypotheses, as illustrated in the examples.
Once we specify the candidate and control hypotheses and the priors, we calibrate the multiple Bayesian test by controlling its type I error over the family of tests. We start with a common threshold for the posterior probability, denoted as P * , and control the overall type I error rate at level α through the Bonferroni inequality:
where
C is the ith candidate null hypothesis, H
N is the jth control null hypothesis, and Pr[H |x, π 0 ] is the posterior probability of hypothesis H , whose prior probability is π 0 . The posterior probability accommodates the difference between candidate and control hypotheses through the prior.
Alternatively, one can base the test on the BF. We propose to fix the threshold for BF for a candidate hypothesis (BF * ) at k times the threshold for a control hypothesis (Appendix A), while we control the overall type I error rate by
where BF
C is the BF for the ith candidate null hypothesis and BF ( j) N is the BF for the jth control null hypothesis. We solve Inequality (2.3) for BF * , the threshold for the candidate hypotheses, which gives us BF * /k as the threshold for the control hypotheses. Because the thresholds differ, the type I error rates attributed to candidate and control hypotheses also differ.
By selecting k > 1, we can increase the power if the candidate alternatives are more often true. Reducing the type I error rates among the controls does not harm power if, as expected, the control nulls are true. How type I error is distributed among all the hypotheses is determined by the threshold ratio k, with a larger k inferring a more liberal type I error rate for candidate hypotheses and hence giving greater opportunity for improvement in power. Heitjan and others (2007) sought to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that modify the treatment effect of bupropion in smoking cessation. As part of a pharmacogenetic trial of bupropion versus placebo (Lerman and others, 2006) , eligible smokers provided blood samples for DNA extraction and genotyping. Smoking status was recorded at the end of the treatment. As a follow-up to this trial (Heitjan and others, 2007) , 59 SNPs coding for neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) were genotyped, along with 43 randomly selected SNPs to test for population stratification. The nAChR genes were believed a priori to contribute to smoking relapse and bupropion response.
EXAMPLE: TREATMENT-SNP INTERACTIONS IN SMOKING CESSATION
Heitjan and others (2007) estimated logistic regression models predicting outcome from treatment, SNP, and the treatment-SNP interaction for each SNP in the panel. They assigned a probability π 0 to the null hypothesis of zero interaction and assumed a normal prior distribution for the interaction coefficient under the alternative hypothesis, with the parameters in the prior based on results of past relevant studies. With no adjustment for multiplicity, the uncorrected BF identified 4 SNPs, and the likelihood ratio p value 7, as potentially pharmacogenetically active.
To illustrate our method, we restrict our analysis to the 6 SNPs on the CHRNA5 gene (the candidates) and the 43 randomly selected control SNPs. We set k = 20 and the significance level to 0.10. We solved for the threshold for BF from (2.3), with the null distribution of BF simulated from its analytical form (Appendix B). Table 1 shows that only the most significant SNP by both p value and BF retains significance after multiplicity calibration. No SNP is significant under unweighted Bonferroni correction.
We used simulation to evaluate the sizes and powers of the methods being considered. We set the total number of SNPs as 49 and varied the number of nonnull SNPs (m 1 ) and the number of candidate SNPs (m C ). Table 2 presents the simulated type I error rates for each method for the setting m 1 = 0 and m C = 6. All the multiplicity adjustment approaches controlled type I error rates at the 0.05 level. An initial set of power simulations appears in Table 3 . This time we set m 1 = 6 and m C = 6, with all the nonnull SNPs correctly specified as candidates. We also varied the effect size β I ∈ {−0.5, 0.5, 1}. We get similar observations as in Table S3 (supplementary material available at Biostatistics online); that is, the power for MCBHT is higher than Bonferroni, achieving a plateau for large k.
We also illustrate the power of MCBHT for a range of values of m 1 = m C , with all the nonnull SNPs correctly specified as candidates (Table 4 ). The power for MCBHT is always larger than Bonferroni. On average, power declines with m 1 regardless of k.
Finally, we considered the situation where m 1 < m C = 6 and some non-null SNPs are misspecifed as controls. We quantify a priori validity as the proportion of candidates among the non-null markers (PCN). The lower the fraction of nonnulls that are specified as candidates, the worse is the power of MCBHT. Thus, the value of MCBHT depends on the ability of the user to identify the nonnull markers as candidates.
DISCUSSION
Incorporating prior information can raise the power of frequentist multiplicity-adjusted tests, rendering them useful as screening tools when the number of tests is moderate to large. We propose a multiplicitycalibrated Bayesian hypothesis test that assigns a separate prior probability to each null hypothesis and controls for multiplicity through a weighted Bonferroni adjustment. Simulations demonstrate that our method increases the power if the prior information reflects the true state of nature. One could also use our method to calibrate other p value-based multiplicity adjustment procedures such as step-down tests (Westfall and Young, 1993) and tests that control the false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 Genovese and others (2006) proposed a similar approach, controlling the FDR at a prespecified level by assigning to each p value a weight associated with the probability that the null hypothesis is false. Chen and Sarkar (2005) also proposed to incorporate the uncertainty in both parameter and data by using average FDR, averaging FDR over the parameter space. Our method accomplishes the calibration by basing the tests on the BF, adjusting its critical value until the desired error rate is achieved. Table 5 . Power (%) with 49 hypotheses, with a fraction of nonnulls incorrectly specified as controls Although we illustrated our method in the scenario of two classes of hypotheses-candidate and control-the idea is more general, in that each null hypothesis can have a unique prior probability. As in many applications of Bayesian analysis, the choice of prior can be challenging. Our method for the 2-class case only requires specification of k, the ratio of the prior odds of the null under the control (null is more likely) and candidate (null is less likely) classes. Because our method is based on BF, there is no need to specify the exact prior probability for the null. When k = 1, our method is similar to an unweighted Bonferroni test. When k is large, for example, k > 10 in our examples, the method essentially eliminates the control tests and becomes a weighted Bonferroni test of the candidate null hypotheses.
In pharmacogenetic applications, one might ultimately seek to identify a best model for predicting outcome from treatment, an array of genetic markers, and treatment-by-marker (and even marker-bymarker) interactions. Information on relevant biological pathways involving the treatment effect could be used to further inform the selection of priors. In that context, the test described here would serve as a screening procedure to select a subset of markers for a more comprehensive model selection exercise.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material is available at http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org.
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APPENDIX A: 1-1 POSTERIOR PROBABILITY AND BF Assume that there are m null hypotheses H 1 , . . . , H m , among which m C are candidate hypotheses and m N are controls. We assign a prior probability for the null π 0C to the candidate hypotheses and π 0N to the controls, with the relationship In Heitjan and others (2007) , we developed an asymptotic approximation to compute the BF for the test of a treatment-by-SNP interaction with a binary outcome variable. Using the notation of that paper, we apply a second-order Taylor expansion on the log-likelihood of β around its maximum likelihood estimate (MLE;β) and obtain ln L(β) ≈ ln L(β) − which one can show to be the same order, O(n −1 ), as Laplace's method under certain regularity conditions (Wang and George, 2004) .
